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Phosphorylation Reduces the Mechanical Stability of the a-Catenin/
b-Catenin Complex
Shimin Le+, Miao Yu+, and Jie Yan*

Abstract: The a-catenin/b-catenin complex serves as a critical
molecular interface involved in cadherin–catenin-based me-
chanosensing at the cell–cell adherence junction that plays
a critical role in tissue integrity, repair, and embryonic
development. This complex is subject to tensile forces due to
internal actomyosin contractility and external mechanical
micro-environmental perturbation. However, the mechanical
stability of this complex has yet to be quantified. Here, we
directly quantified the mechanical stability of the a-catenin/b-
catenin complex and showed that it has enough mechanical
stability to survive for tens to hundreds of seconds within
physiological level of forces up to 10 pN. Phosphorylation or
phosphotyrosine-mimetic mutations (Y142E or/and T120E)
on b-catenin shorten the mechanical lifetime of the complex by
tens of fold over the same force range. These results provide
insights into the regulation of the a-catenin/b-catenin complex
by phosphorylation.

Introduction

In multicellular organisms, stable adhesions formed
between neighboring cells underlie tissue morphogenesis
and homeostasis. Cell adhesions also play crucial roles during
embryonic development.[1] Defects in the adhesions would
lead to tumorigenesis and metastasis for adult organisms.[2]

Adherens junctions (AJ), a crucial mediator of intercellular
adhesions, contain a highly conserved cadherin–catenin com-
plex, in which the extracellular region of classical cadherins
mediates the physical interaction between cells.[3] The cyto-
plasmic domain of cadherins binds to b-catenin, which in turn
binds to a-catenin.[3] The cadherin/b-catenin/a-catenin com-
plex binds to an actin filament in a force-dependent manner,[4]

thereby physically linking the cadherin–catenin complex to

the actin cytoskeleton. In tissue, the cadherin–catenin phys-
ical linkage is subject to tensile forces due to internal
actomyosin contractility and perturbation of the external
mechanical micro-environment.[5] The mechanical stabilities
of these critical interprotein interfaces are critical for the
formation and regulation of the stable adhesions.

Previous biochemical and structural studies have demon-
strated that the a-catenin/b-catenin complex forms through
the N-terminal N1 domain of a-catenin (aN1) and the N-
terminal tail of b-catenin (bNt).[6] Furthermore, cell biology
studies have shown that phosphorylation of a tyrosine residue
(Y142) and/or a threonine residue (T120) on bNt leads to
disrupted AJs, which has been hypothesized to be caused by
phosphorylation-induced destabilization of the a-catenin/b-
catenin complex.[7] However, due to various technological
difficulties, quantification of the mechanical stability of
interprotein interfaces over a physiological force range has
been challenging. As a result, the mechanical lifetime of the
critical a-catenin/b-catenin complex has not been quantified,
and thus the hypothesis of phosphorylation-induced destabi-
lization of the complex under force has not been experimen-
tally tested.

In this work, utilizing a single-molecule construct design,
we directly quantified the mechanical stability of the a-
catenin/b-catenin complex over the physiological force range
(typically a few pN[8]). We found that the complex has
sufficient mechanical stability to survive for tens to hundreds
of seconds within a physiological level force range up to
10 pN. Importantly, a phosphotyrosine-mimetic mutation
(Y142E) on b-catenin shortens the mechanical lifetime of
the complex by 10–100 fold over the same force range.
Furthermore, phosphomimetic mutation of both tyrosine
(Y142E) and threonine (T120E) on b-catenin causes a further
10–100 fold decrease in the mechanical stability of the
complex. Together, these results provide important insights
into our understanding of the mechanical-chemical regulation
of cadherin–catenin-based cell–cell adhesions.

Results and Discussion

Single-Molecule Construct Design for the a-Catenin/b-Catenin
Complex.

Utilizing a single-molecule construct assay for interpro-
tein interactions, we designed a single-molecule construct for
direct and efficient quantification of the mechanical stability
of the a-catenin/b-catenin complex and the effects of
phosphorylation. In the single-molecule construct, the aN12
(the N1 and N2 domains of a-catenin) and bNt[6] are linked
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through a long, flexible, unstructured polypeptide chain[9]

(196 amino acids), and are spanned between four titin Ig
27th domain (I27).[10] The N- and C- termini of the construct
contain a biotinylated avi-tag and a spy-tag, respectively, for
specific tethering[11] (Figure 1). The four repeats of the well-
characterized I27 domain (two repeats at each end) of the
essential component act as a molecular spacer. The I27
domain is highly mechanically stable and it unfolds with an
unfolding rate of approximately 10@3 s@1 over the force range
of 2–20 pN.[10] Furthermore, there is a 572-bp DNA handle
added between the single-molecule construct and the super-
paramagnetic bead as additional spacer to avoid non-specific
interaction between the bead and surface. The force on the
molecule can be well controlled, and the corresponding force-
dependent bead height can be recorded in real time by
a magnetic tweezers setup.[12] More details of the single-
molecule construct, the surface tethering, and the magnetic
tweezers experiments can be found in Texts S1 and S2 in the
Supporting Information.

At sufficiently low forces, the aN12 and bNt on the single-
molecule construct form a complex, looping the long flexible
linker. When the force is increased, the aN12/bNt complex

can be ruptured, releasing the looped long flexible linker,
resulting in a large stepwise extension jump, which in turn
leads to a corresponding stepwise bead-height jump. When
the force is reduced, the ruptured complex can be re-formed
at low forces. Thereby, the same single-molecule construct can
be reused for multiple force-increase and force-decrease
cycles (Figure 1). The design converts an intermolecular
interaction into an intramolecular interaction, which results in
a highly efficient direct quantification of the mechanical
lifetime of the complex.

Mechanical Stability of the a-Catenin/b-Catenin Complex.

The top panel of Figure 2a shows the typical force–bead-
height curves of the aN12/bNt construct with a force-increase
loading rate of 1 pNs@1 in 1x PBS buffered solution. During
a force-increase scan, a large stepwise bead-height jump of
73.5: 5.9 nm was observed at 11: 1.2 pN (mean: standard
deviation, Figure 2a), corresponding to the rupture of the
aN12/bNt complex with concurrent unfolding of one of the
aN12 domains (Supporting Information, Figures S1 and S2
and Texts S2 and S3). After the rupture of the complex, the
other domain of aN12 unfolded at a force of 13.2: 1.7 pN,
indicated by the second stepwise bead-height jump of 24.8:
3.4 nm (Figure 2a). After rupturing the complex and unfold-
ing both domains in aN12, the force on the construct was then
decreased to approximately 1 pN for approximately 60 s to
enable the refolding of the domains and formation of the
complex. After forming the complex at low force, the
construct went through subsequent force-increase scans.

By performing multiple (N> 100) force-scan cycles with
multiple (more than 5) independent constructs at three
loading rates of 0.2 pN s@1 (orange), 1 pNs@1 (red), and
5 pNs@1 (blue), we obtained a two-dimensional (2D) graph
of force-dependent transition step sizes of the aN12/bNt
construct (middle panel, Figure 2a). The colored circles in the
panel are force-dependent step size of the rupture events, and
the colored triangles are the second unfolding events of one of
the domains in aN12. The dashed curves are the theoretical
estimations of the force-dependent step size of several
different transitions: 1) the aN12/bNt complex ruptures with
concurrent unfolding of both domains in aN12 (top dashed
line); 2) the aN12/bNt complex ruptures with concurrent
unfolding of one of the domains in aN12 (middle dashed
line); 3) Unfolding of one the domains in aN12 (aN2
assumed, bottom dashed line). Details of the theoretical
calculation can be found in Text S2 in the Supporting
Information. Clearly, the force-dependent step sizes of
complex-rupture and domain-unfolding transitions are over-
all consistent with these theoretical estimations.

We then analyzed the distributions of the rupture forces of
the aN12/bNt complex (bottom panel, Figure 2a) at the three
force-loading rates, which show peak forces of 8.5: 1.2 pN,
11: 1.2 pN, and 12: 1.8 pN, respectively. The normalized
rupture-force histogram at each loading rate can be fitted with

the probability of the rupture forces, 1r Fð Þ ¼ k Fð Þ
r e

@
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r
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where r is a given force-loading rate, F0 is the initial force, F is

Figure 1. Single-molecule construct design for aN12/bNt complex.
Top: design of the single-molecule construct of the aN12/bNt com-
plex. From the N-to-C terminus: an avi-tag, two repeats of the 27th titin
immunoglobulin domain (I27), the N1 and N2 domains from a-
catenin (aN12), a long flexible unstructured peptide linker (L), the tail
motif of b-catenin (bNt), and two repeats of the 27th titin immunoglo-
bulin domain (I27), and finally a spy-tag. The avi-tag and spy-tag are
used for specific tethering. The I27 domains are used as a molecular
spacer. Middle: Structure of a chimera of a- and b-catenin (PDB:
1DOW).[6] Orange=aN12; Red=bNt. Bottom: in single-molecule
stretching experiments, the construct is specifically tethered between
a paramagnetic bead (through a 572-bp DNA handle) and a coverslip
surface. At low forces, the aN12 and bNt on the construct can form
a complex. When the force is increased, the aN12/bNt complex
ruptures and aN12 unfolds, leading to bead-height jumps. More
details of the construct design can be found in Text S1 in the
Supporting Information.
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the force at which a transition occurs, and k Fð Þ is the force-
dependent rupture rate. k Fð Þ can be described by BellQs
model kBell

u Fð Þ ¼ k0
u exp bFDð Þ, where b ¼ 1

KBT, D is the
transition distance of the complex rupture, and k0

u is the
extrapolated zero-force rupture rate (Supporting Informa-
tion, Texts S4 and S5). The best fitting of the histograms
determines the k0

u and D for the rupture of the complex to be
1.8: 3.1 X 10@4 s@1 and 4.1: 0.8 nm, respectively.

Tyrosine Phosphorylation Decreases the Mechanical Stability of
a-Catenin/b-Catenin Complex.

Phosphorylation of the critical residues (such as tyro-
sine 142, Y142) on bNt leads to disrupted AJs, which has been
hypothesized to be resulted from phosphorylation-induced
destabilization of the a-catenin/b-catenin complex under

force.[7] To test this hypothesis, we first stretched the aN12/
bNt construct in the standard tyrosine kinase buffer solution
of 20 mm HEPES pH 7.5, 100 mm NaCl, 10 mm MgCl2, 3 mm
MnCl2, 1.5 mm Na3VO4, 1% BSA, 2 mm DTT, 10 mm sodium
l-ascorbate at 21: 1 88C. In the absence of tyrosine kinase, in
all 11 molecules tested, the rupture forces of the aN12/bNt
molecules were about 10–12 pN at the loading rate of 1 pNs@1

(dark gray curves in Figure 2b, top panel), similar with that
obtained in 1x PBS solution. In contrast, after incubation with
10 nm active FAK (focal adhesion kinase that targets tyro-
sines) and 1 mm ATP, three of 11 molecules ruptured at
decreased forces of 4–8 pN at the same loading rate (magenta,
Figure 2b, bottom panel). The corresponding 2D graph
(Figure 2b, middle panel) of force-dependent step size of
the rupture transition suggests the rupture of the complex is
still concurrent with the unfolding of one of the domains of
aN12. The absence of stability decrease with the other

Figure 2. Typical force-induced rupture curves of the aN12/bNt complex with/without kinase phosphorylation. a) Top panel: typical force-height
curves of the aN12/bNt complex at a loading rate of 1 pNs@1 in 1x PBS solution. Five consecutive force-increase scan curves are indicated by
colored lines, which are obtained by 10-point FFT smoothing the raw data in gray. Middle panel: 2D graph of the force-dependent steps sizes of
the transitions observed during the force-increase scans at a loading rate of 0.2 pNs@1 (orange), 1 pNs@1 (red), or 5 pNs@1 (blue). The first larger
step of rupture transition in each scan is indicated by a colored hollow circle, while the second smaller step of domain unfolding is indicated by
a colored hollow triangle. The dashed curves in the panel are theoretical estimations of the force-dependent step sizes for three potential
transitions: 1) aN12-l-bNt (top): aN12/bNt complex ruptures with concurrent aN12 unfolding; 2) aN1-l-bNt (middle): aN12/bNt complex
ruptures with concurrent aN1 unfolding; 3) aN2 (bottom): unfolding of aN2 at the second step. More details of the theoretical estimations can
be found in Text S2 in the Supporting Information. Bottom panel: The normalized histograms of rupture-force distributions at 0.2 pNs@1 (orange),
1 pNs@1 (red), or 5 pNs@1 (blue). The histograms are plotted based on N = 118, N = 107, and N = 100 data points, respectively. b) Top: typical
force–height curves of the aN12/bNt complex before (dark gray) and after (magenta) adding kinase and ATP at a loading rate of 1 pNs@1 in the
standard kinase buffer solution. Middle: 2D graph of the force-dependent step sizes of the transitions observed during the force-increase scans at
a loading rate of 1 pNs@1 (magenta) after incubation with kinase and ATP. The dashed curves in the panel are the theoretical estimations of the
force-dependent step sizes for three potential transitions. Bottom: The normalized histograms of rupture-forces distributions (N = 42) at 1 pNs@1

(magenta) after incubation with kinase and ATP, obtained from 3 out of 11 tested molecules. The dashed vertical line indicates the mean value of
the rupture force of the wild-type complex at 1 pNs@1 loading rate.
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molecules could be explained by unsuccessful phosphoryla-
tion of the residue over the incubation time.

Phosphomimetic Mutations Decrease the Mechanical Stability of
the a-Catenin/b-Catenin Complex.

The decreased mechanical stability of some of the tested
aN12/bNt constructs in the presence of FAK suggests that the
Y142 residue of bNt in these constructs was successfully
phosphorylated and that the single-residue phosphorylation
leads to the decreased mechanical stability of the complex. To
further test this, we investigated the mechanical stability of
the complex using a new construct aN12/bNtY142E with
a single-residue phosphotyrosine-mimetic mutation in bNt
(Y142E), which ensures that 100% of the molecules possess
a phosphorylation mimic.

The top panel of Figure 3a shows typical force–bead-
height curves of the aN12/bNtY142E construct at a loading rate

of 1 pN s@1 in 1x PBS buffered solution. The middle panel
shows the resulting 2D graph of the force-dependent step size
of the complex rupture and domain-unfolding transitions
obtained at loading rates of 1 pNs@1 (red) and 5 pN s@1 (blue),
and the bottom panel shows the resulting normalized rupture-
force histograms of the aN12/bNtY142E construct at the
corresponding loading rates. Indeed, the Y142E mutation of
the bNt leads to decreased mechanical stability of the
complex compared to the aN12/bNt complex, resulting in
much lower peak rupture force of the complex at 6.4: 1.5 pN
and 7.6: 1.6 pN at loading rates of 1 pNs@1 and 5 pN s@1,
respectively, for all the 9 molecules tested. The distribution of
the rupture force of the aN12/bNtY142E complex is in a similar
range of that obtained for aN12/bNt in presence of FAK.

Besides the Y142 residue, there is another phosphoryla-
tion residue within bNt, which is the threonine residue, T120.
Hence, we further asked whether the phosphorylation of both
of these critical residues would further affect the mechanical
stability of the aN12/bNt complex. To test this, we prepared

Figure 3. Typical force-induced rupture curves of the aN12/bNt complex with Y142E mutation or Y142E and T120E mutations on bNt. a) Top:
typical force–height curves of the aN12/bNtY142E complex at a loading rate of 1 pNs@1 in 1x PBS solution. Five consecutive force-increase scan
curves are indicated by colored lines, which are obtained by 10-point FFT smoothing the raw data in gray. Middle: 2D graph of the force-
dependent steps sizes of the transitions observed during the force-increase scans at a loading rate of 1 pNs@1 (red) or 5 pNs@1 (blue). The first
larger step of rupture transition in each scan is indicated by a colored hollow circle, while the second smaller step of domain unfolding is
indicated by a colored hollow triangle. Bottom: The normalized histograms of rupture-force distributions at 1 pNs@1 (red) or 5 pNs@1 (blue). The
histograms are plotted based on N = 116 and N = 102 data points, respectively, obtained from 9 molecules. b) Top: typical force–height curves of
the aN12/bNtY142E,T120E complex at a loading rate of 1 pNs@1 in 1x PBS solution. Five consecutive force-increase scan curves are indicated by
colored lines, which are obtained by 10-point FFT smoothing the raw data in gray. Middle: 2D graph of the force-dependent steps sizes of the
transitions observed during the force-increase scans at a loading rate of 1 pNs@1 (red) or 5 pNs@1 (blue). The first larger step of rupture transition
in each scan is indicated by a colored hollow circle, while the second smaller step of domain unfolding is indicated by a colored hollow triangle.
The dashed curves in the panel are the theoretical estimations of the force-dependent step sizes for three potential transitions. Bottom: The
normalized histograms of rupture-force distributions at 1 pNs@1 (red) or 5 pNs@1 (blue). The histograms are plotted based on N = 110 and
N =63 data points, respectively, obtained from 5 molecules. The dashed vertical line indicates the mean value of the rupture force of the wild-type
complex at 1 pNs@1 loading rate. More details of the theoretical estimations can be found in Texts S2 and S3 in the Supporting Information.
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another phosphomimetic mutant, aN12/bNtY142E,T120E, with
both Y142E and T120E mutations, and performed similar
force-induced rupture experiments. The top panel of Fig-
ure 3b shows the typical force–bead-height curves of the
aN12/bNtY142E,T120E construct at a force-loading rate of
1 pNs@1. Clearly, the rupture forces (the first stepwise bead-
height jumps in the curves) of the aN12/bNtY142E,T120E complex
further decreased to below 4 pN. We plotted the 2D force-
dependent step sizes of the transitions and the normalized
rupture-force distributions of the aN12/bNtY142E,T120E complex
at 1 pN s@1 (red) and 5 pN s@1 (blue) as the middle panel and
bottom panel of Figure 3b, respectively. While a small
fraction of the rupture events occurs at higher forces (greater
than 6 pN), the majority of the rupture forces for the aN12/
bNtY142E,T120E complex were about 2–4 pN for all 5 molecules
tested. Together, these results suggest that the double
phosphomimetic mutant of the b-catenin tail causes further
decrease in the mechanical stability of the a-catenin/b-catenin
complex.

Direct Quantification of the Force-Dependent Lifetime of the
aN12/bNt Complex.

While the above rupture-force analysis has clearly re-
vealed that the phosphomimetic Y142E and/or T120E
mutations result in a decrease in the mechanical stability of
the aN12/bNt complex, a more direct view of the mechanical
stability is the lifetime of the complex at different constant
forces. To provide this information, we implemented a force-
clamp-cycle assay: 1) the aN12/bNt construct (or the mutant
constructs) was held at less than 1 pN for 30 s to allow
formation of the complex; 2) the force was then jumped to

a rupture force in the range of 3–15 pN, clamped, and the
dwell time was recorded (i.e., lifetime of the complex) until
complex rupture was observed; 3) the force was then jumped
to less than 1 pN and held there for approximately 30 s to
allow the reformation of the complex for the subsequent
force-clamp cycle (Figure 4a, representative lifetime mea-
surement at approximately 9.0 pN). For the aN12/bNt con-
struct or the aN12/bNtY142E construct, the force-clamp proce-
dure was repeated for multiple times (more than 20) on
multiple (more than 5) independent constructs at each
rupture force in the range of 3–15 pN. For the mechanically
weakest aN12/bNtY142E,T120E construct, we held the construct
at constant forces in the range of approximately 1–3 pN and
recorded multiple (more than 20) rupture/re-pairing transi-
tion dynamics during the constant forces clamping. The
average force-dependent lifetime of the complex was ob-
tained by averaging the pool of the dwell times at each force.

Figure 4b shows the resulting average force-dependent
lifetime of the aN12/bNt complex (red), the aN12/bNtY142E

complex (magenta), and the aN12/bNtY142E,T120E complex
(blue). Clearly, the wild-type aN12/bNt complex can last
several seconds to tens of seconds at forces of 6–10 pN, and
can withstand hundreds of seconds at forces below 5 pN. In
sharp contrast, the phosphomimetic aN12/bNtY142E complex
has a greatly reduced mechanical stability: the single Y142E
mutation results in a several tens of fold decrease in lifetime
compared to that of wild-type aN12/bNt complex over the
physiological force range. Furthermore, the double mutation
of Y142E and T120E leads to a further several tens of fold
decrease in lifetime compared to the single mutation.

Figure 5 shows the time-evolution of the dynamics of the
constructs at near equilibrium forces (& 1.5–2 pN), which also
clearly demonstrates the drastic de-stabilization effects on the

Figure 4. The mechanical lifetime of the aN12/bNt complex with or without phosphomimetic mutations. a) Typical force-jump measurement of
the mechanical lifetime of the aN12/bNt complex. The aN12/bNt construct was held at low force of approximately 0.5 pN for approximately 30 s
(dark gray lines) to allow formation of aN12/bNt complex, then jumped to a higher rupture-force (for example, approximately 9.0 pN, red lines in
the example) until the complex rupture was observed, indicated by the large bead-height jump. The top panel shows examples of multiple force-
jump cycles; the bottom panels show two zoomed-in force-jump cycles, where the lifetime of the complex (i.e., the dwell time of the complex
before rupture at the force) was indicated by dashed lines. The red arrows indicate the bead-height change induced by the structural transitions
(rupturing or unfolding) of the construct. The occasional second bead-height jump of approximately 25 nm is the unfolding of one of the aN
domains, presumably the aN2 domain. b) The force-dependent lifetime of the aN12/bNt complex with or without phosphomimetic mutations.
The red data are from the wild-type complex, the magenta data are from the complex with the Y142E mutation, and the blue data are from the
complex with both Y142E and T120E mutations. The solid symbols are the mean value, while the hollow symbols are the individual experimentally
measured lifetimes. The Y-error bar is the standard error of the mean value. The X-error bar represents 10% error of the force measurement. The
fittings of the corresponding force-dependent rupture rates of these three complexes are provided in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information.
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mechanical stability of the aN12/bNt complex by the Y142E
or/and T120E mutations. For the wild-type aN12/bNt con-
struct, it remains paired over 4000 seconds at the force range
(Figure 5a), while the aN12/bNtY142E is much less stable, with
its lifetime reduced to & tens of seconds at & 1.7 pN (Fig-
ure 5b). The aN12/bNtY142E,T120E is even less stable, with the
lifetime further decreased to several seconds at the same force
of & 1.7 pN (Figure 5c).

Conclusion

In summary, we directly quantified the mechanical
stabilities of the interfaces of a-catenin/b-catenin complex,
and the effects of tyrosine-phosphorylation or phosphomi-
metic mutations (Y142E, T120E on b-catenin) on the
mechanical stability of the complex. The lifetime of tens to
hundreds of seconds of the a-catenin/b-catenin complex in
the physiological force range demonstrates that this mechan-
ical interface can maintain a stable mechanotransduction
pathway for cell–cell adhesions. Further, the approximately
10–1000 fold decreased lifetime of the phosphomimetic
mutants of the complex provides a direct quantitative
molecular mechanism of the phosphorylation-induced dis-
ruption of AJs that has been observed in vivo.[7] Single-
molecule manipulation technologies are powerful tools to
quantify the mechanical stability of protein–protein interac-
tions,[13] the single-molecule construct assay described in this
study further facilitates single-molecule technologies for
efficient direct quantification of mechanical stabilities of
protein–protein interfaces and the effects of biological or
chemical modifications on the interfaces.
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